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by Gavin Dignam

Well with no overt, intrastate, Covid restrictions in
place in New South Wales, the July shoot at Cooyal
went ahead as planned. Crisp nights as one would
expect in July but each day dawned with a frost, light
mist and the promise of a sun filled day ahead.
Big thanks to all for their help over the weekend,
not least to Rod McQueen and Ken Brown who turned
up earlier on the Friday and had trimmed the weeds
and vegetation back from the clubhouse, gathered and
chopped firewood and had the pot belly percolating to
provide the warmth needed for the afternoon and
night ahead. The Secretary also taking time off from
the books to make sure there was water aplenty…and
hot water at that. Luxury… bloody luxury. With our
pre owned generator now deceased, the club has purchased an 8kva (rated 6500w) for the club and it travelled with me from Tamworth along with two removable steel diamond targets and frames which were utilised over the weekend. Once Peter Tooley directed my
attention to the ‘on’ - ‘off’ switch.. it started first draw
of the cord and ran without issue for over thirty hours
over the course of the weekend. Having a circuit
breaker…this generator brought to the fore… some
wiring/circuit issues in the clubhouse that we hadn’t
been aware of until now. This will likely get remedied
with some re-wiring of lights and power which we now
have planned for a working bee in October.
(did you hear that ?)
So… “the match… what about the match “ ? Having
shot 300, 500, 700 & 900 yds last month we ran with
the forecast distances of 2, 4, 6 & 800 yds. The buffalo utilised for the 800, whilst a new 3’ diamond was in
place for the 600 and then a 2’ diamond for the 400
and used again..but a little closer...for the offhand at
200 yds. Yours truly managed over the course of the
last twelve months or so…to move all the PVC radio
tubes to my place. Now that’s fine if I take them to the
shoot but… (can you guess ?). We bodgied up a radio
carrier and it got us through the weekend and the only
possible false readings were a few hits on the star
pickets for the diamond plates.
We had ten shooters for the weekend, Paul McCarthy, Gary Vandersluis, Dan Macdonald & his son
Blair, Ken Brown (blacksmith), Ken Hawes, Peter
Tooley (electrician, laborer, mechanic), Rod McQueen,
myself (where are my glasses) and a visiting shooter,
Mark Green. Mark hails from Lithgow, didn’t notice
the cold and made some enquiries about a week ago
to come and try it out. Looked to be enjoying himself
and I hope he comes back.
over

Above: President Gavin was Top Gun for the weekend,
seen here getting his prize from Club Secretary Paul
McCarthy. Centre: He was closely followed by Dan Macdonald. Bottom: Good to see Gary back after his recent medical problem.

He and I both shot paper patch for the weekend. I
was on my guard to… as the last time a new (to
us ) shooter turned up who shot paper patch… it
was Mike Fahey at the Billy Dixon… and he
cleaned up !!
As is normal, especially during winter, the targets
were in and out of shadow constantly during the
day and this proved challenging for all. The wind
was pretty kind to us on day one but for those
that stayed later on Sunday… it got a fair bit
stronger. The foliage at and around the targets
made for some interesting calls… as there was no
dust…you just watched for the weeds to move.
A vote was taken and we started with the offhand at 200 yds on the new 2’ diamond. Initial
fear and trepidation gave way to some better than
expected scores by most. With up to 5 sighters
and 10 for score, after the two details there were
three on 7, three on 6, two with 5 and one each
with 3 and 1 respectively. Diamonds aren’t as
forgiving when you drift or flinch (hand up Gav)
but they aren’t harder to hit well. Painted white
on black this weekend, we may try straight white
next time around and alternate…or make the
white centre a little more generous perhaps. The
warmer months likely will be less of an issue.
From here, the light still being an issue, we
dropped back to 800 yds. Everyone scored hits
with Gavin on 9, Dan 8 and Blair, Ken B & Mark
on 6. After a self catered lunch it was back to the
600 yd mound and the 3’ diamond target. Dan
lead the way with 10 and chased by Paul Mc,
Gavin & Blair on 9 and Mark G & Gary V with 5.
Light was going and the temperature dropping ..so the pot belly was fed …and some libation
enjoyed.
Sunday morning was a little frosty with no
cloud cover overnight and the mist covered the
plates until about 9am. Setting ourselves up at
the 400 yd mark we had the 2’ diamond again but
at least this time we had sticks. After two details
were completed, Gavin was on 10 with Dan &
Blair both on 9 and Rod Mc & Gary V on 8. That
was the match completed so we retired for a quick
cuppa and cookie and had a presentation. 35
being the top score with 34 runner up. Blair took
out third place with 27 and we had a tie for 4th
between Paul Mc & Rod Mc. A great weekend and
I for one just wished it hadn’t been five months

Above and below: What more could you ask for?

SCORES

200 400 600 800 TOTAL

Gavin Dignam

7

10

9

9

35

Dan Macdonald 7

9

10

8

34

Blair Macdonald 3

9

9

6

27

Paul McCarthy

6

6

9

2

23

Rod McQueen

6

8

6

3

23

Gary Vanderluis 5

8

5

3

21

Ken Brown

5

6

3

6

20

Peter Tooley

7

7

3

2

19

Mark Green

1

6

5

6

18

Ken Hawes

6

2

1

3

12

1st

COMING UP 2020
August Match
Nioka Range
15/16 August
Range open from lunchtime
on 14th. Plenty of space to
camp. Self cater. Details to
come but allow for six stages
each with 5 sighters and 10
scoring shots
Billy Dixon and AGM
Nioka Range
19/20 September
As in previous years. 22 sidematch pm on 18th. Practice
morning of 19th. Four stages
with 5 rounds at 4 targets pm
19th. Three targets with 7
rounds each on 20th Plus one
shot at the long range Indian
target. No sighters.

This is the man to beat in September. 2019 Billy
Dixon winner Rob Jones

BRAA AGM after shooting on
19th.

Working Bee and October Match
Cooyal Range
24/25 October
There is a lot to do so please try
and make it. Normal shoot after
a bit of hard work!!!

